Installation Instructions

Proper Handling
** Proper handling of the door unit is very important to ensure you do not have any issues after installation
**
1. When unpacking the door unit and removing the protective wrap be careful not to scratch the door or jamb surface.
2. Never store door panels on their sides. Always stand them up with the bottom of the panel on the ground. Laying the
door units on its hinges can bend the hinges and cause alignment issues during installation. Laying an inactive panel of
a double door on it astragal can damage the astragal and cause an air/water leak between panels.
3. Never store the frame/jamb of the unit against an uneven surface.
5. If the door has been removed from its original shipping crate prior to being delivered to the installation site, it is
recommended to break the door down and move it in individual pieces to avoid transportation damage.
6. Never use solvents or any chemicals to clean the doors metal surface. Use clean water and a soft cloth. Dish soap can
be
added to the water if needed.

Frame Installation
**This method requires an exterior jamb extension **
1.

Check your rough opening to ensure it is plumb and level. If it is not shims may
be necessary to install the door.

2. Position the frame on the interior side of the entryway. NOTE: Midwest Iron Door
frames must be installed from the interior.

3A. Next cut away the drywall where the mounting tabs are
to allow the frame to be fastened directly to the framing.
To do this stand the frame up into the opening. Using a
pencil, mark the outline of all mounting tabs onto the
drywall. Using a utility knife, cut away the drywall to
expose the framing.
** Read below if installing in a 2”x6” wall **
Using this step will require you to add an exterior jamb
extension. If you want to do an interior jamb extension
please read the instructions for "recessed "installation
on the next page.

Frame Installation
Recessed frame installation method
3B. Measure the distance you want to move the frame
towards the exterior side of the wall. Use that
measurement to mark the depth of the cut needed
in the framing of the wall to allow the tabs to recess
into the studs. Cut out the framing for the recess.
Ensure the cuts are plumb and equal in depth. Once
this is completed continue with step #4.

Frame Installation
4. Install a threshold tape/ barrier on the sub-floor where the door is going to be installed.
Once this is done apply a bead of silicone over the top of it to ensure a seal when the door is installed.
5. If you are using double-sided flashing tape on the jamb you will need to install it now before the
jamb is installed into the opening. **Some type of window or door flashing system is required**

Frame Installation
6. Stand the frame up into the opening.
7. Before installing the first fastener ensure that the frame is centered in the opening. Once centered, secure either the
left or right bottom mounting tab with a fastener.
8. Using a level check that the frame is plumb and level. If adjustments are necessary use wood shims.
9. Once the frame is plumb and level install the opposite corner fastener to hold the frame during the remaining install.

Door Panel Installation
1. Remove the packaging from the door panel/panels.
2. Unlatch and remove the glass frames on the door by swinging them
open and lifting the frames off of the barrel hinges.(Only for operable glass frames
which are either a first generation door or custom)
3. (Steps 3 and 4 are for our first generation thermal break doors)Install the sweeps
onto the bottom of the door panel/panels. If you have a
double door you will first need to mark the location of the throw bolt on your
inactive panel sweep. Drill the hole in that sweep to allow the throw bolt to pass
through it. To install the sweep remove the film from the adhesive strip on the
back of the sweep. Attach the adhesive side of the sweep to the bottom of the
door panel with the round bulb portion facing the exterior side of the door.
4. Using the self-tapping screws provided, Install the screws through the sweep
and into the bottom of the door panel. Space the screws out evenly (See photo)
** 2nd generation thermal break doors have kerf mount sweeps and do not require screws**

Door Panel Installation
5. Install the door panel on the frame by lifting the panel over the top of the barrel hinges. Lower it down
allowing the male pin of the barrel hinge to insert into the female side of the hinge.
6. Once panels are hung you may need to shim and fine tune the jamb to ensure the door panel(s) are properly aligned
with the jamb or the other door panel (double doors)

Door Panel Installation
** If installing a single door skip ahead to step #8 **

6. For double doors locate the hole position for the top throw bolt. Use a paint marker and apply a small amount of paint
to the tip of the throw bolt. Close the door and ensure that the door is closed far enough to compress the weather
stripping. Once the door is in the correct position, you will operate the throw bolt several times. This will transfer the
paint from the tip of the throw bolt to the frame which will locate your hole position.
7. Using a 1/8” drill bit drill a pilot hole. Once this is done use a ½”drill bit to widen the hole. Repeat this
process for the lower throw bolt.

Door Panel Installation
8. Install the glass frames back onto the door by lowering the unit onto the barrel hinges.
(Operable glass is typically only on 1st generation thermal break doors)

9. Install the hardware according to the instructions provided by the manufacturer.

Step 3:
•
Wipe off almost all of the paint from the brush
on the cardboard
•
If you have too much paint on the brush
the color will be to bright. If this happens
spray black over it and start over

Step 1:
•
Cover any scratches with the Krylon “Rust Tough”
semi-flat black spray paint and allow to dry
•
Apply a small portion of MID touchup paint
on a piece of cardboard

Paint Touchups
Step 2:
• Apply paint to the tip of the brush

Step 4:
•
Lightly coat the area to be touched up with the brush moving in a random
pattern until the faux matches the surrounding areas

